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We are concerned with eyaluation of r(.e:+a) / r(z+ b) where a, 
and b are fixed and z is large. In view of the property r(y+ I )-;-yr(y), 
we can always arrange matters so that the essential part of the calculation 
allows the peJ:tihent variable to be sufficiently large in. some sense. This i~ 
readily seen bywriting 

r(x+a) (x+b)m nz+a) + 
((x+bJ . (x+a)m T(z+b) 'Z = x m, (1) 

where rn i~a positive integer to insure that z is sufficiently large. F.urther 
in the case . of real v~ri1;1ble and parameter ~e can take a=O and 
0 <b< I. See fater remarks. Considerable information in this topic will be · 
found in the volumbes by Luke [l, 2]. 

In [1951] Tricomi and Erdelyi (3] gave the asymptotic expansion 

N-1 
r(z+a) _ a-b ~ (-)k Bk (C)(a) (b-a)k z-k 
nz+'b) - z L..i k ! 

k=O 

a~b -N b I +z 0( z ),c = a- + , 
lzl-+ oo, I arg (z+a) I ~ Tl'-E' E>O, (2) 

where Bk(C) (a) is the generalized Bernoulli polynomial. This expansion 
is noted in the Luke references. In rather recent times, several workers 
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· have dealt essentially with the special case a?=O, 'b=l without noting the . 
. Tricomf-Erdelyi expansion. 

· Consider 

(3) 

Phillips and Sahney [ 4] give the fitst· four terms in the asyi:µptotic .expansion 
ofH(n)• Thejr .result is, bu,t a ,~p,ectial ca~eof(2) with z=n+ 3 l 2 , a=l, 
b=l and with z-k in''the desce~ding series portion ot (2} expanded i11 desce
nding powers of n. They also: showed that the first two (three) terms of this 
series gives a lower (upper bouµ,4) ,forJ:( (n,)~ 

k ·" ~ -~ ''"""' "··" 

Bowman and SheJ!t<>.nf5] ·giwe tpe· first.16 coefficients in the asymp-
totic expansion for · . • • ' 

! i . • 

(. ) '(m/2) Y(m/2) 
g m = r{m/2+t) . (4) 

arid the corresponding coefficients in the continued ]-fraction. They note 
·th~t' these representatidns go back to Stieltjes, but they do not seem to 
recognlfe · that their • asymptotic :expansion is a special case of (2) with 
a ·o; b=l· ' 

All of this is a pre)ude , tq )l,l~ point •tqat' all the expansions noted 
above are inferior to··.~ result of Fields [6]fwhb proved that; · 

. JI' : (21'>) · · . . -2k 
r(z+aL__ a-'.b '°'. B2k (P) (l-:2J> )2k (I) 

. re~+ bJ....,. (l) £. ~t2k> 1 ·· · 
k=O 

+(l)a-b ( -?N O ro - ), ro = z+a-P, 

2P = l+a-b, lzl-:-+CXJ, I arg (z+a) I ~ 11-i;, i;>O. (5) 

Further, we will show that certain Pade frac.tions based on the 
series portion in (5) give rise to upper and lower bounds which are also 
quite powerful and certainly supperior. to the inequalit, previously noted. 
(In this connection, see the conCluding paragraph of this paper ) It appears 
that (5) was also unknown to the above authors. It is also recorded in [l, 2] 

and in [I], some expressions for early Bernoulli polynomials B!lP)(P) are 



posted. Fu,rther polynomials can pe found using a recursion •v1nrnt•a.~11.11.Ji1t··'"·' .·;.: 

i.s al.so given iri [l, 2], in affollow'~'up: ·paper:.Fields [7)gave an hnpro~~d 
order.estimate fq:i;. th~; r,eillaip:der. Note that (S) istan everi series in w-\ 
and it is this. feat11re which 'makes (.S} niore powerful than(:!)' ~n the· 
(oUo.wing;· we givt:'filrther- re'marks baseCl oh heuristjc evidence to support' 
this contention. Jf Q!Je is co01mitted to ~lie µse ·of (2), and tl).e variable and 
p~~ameters are r'ea1', one dm always. adjilst the variable so that in effect. 
a:.:..oand·O<b< l wht!rtce,Q<c< 1.· In this ev~nt, the series in (2) is not alter•' 
nating~ lndeed; it ca,.n be shown that E,kCc)(O) vanishesfor k=2, 4 .and 6for 
a ~alue of c, O<c'< 1. On the 'other hand, iri the use of (S), with real variable' 
and parameters, simple adjustµients can be maqe so that ip. essence, 0 <r=q · 

Iri this situation l!~~.~) (q}is.{)osit~ve (negative) when k is even (odd). Thuf 
>";. ;. . _,. '•. 

the series in {5)is alternatirit(and so we get~lower •and upper bounds for N 
even odd.iespectiVely. ' -~·. . -~ ·: .. . - · , 

'-- To illustrate the relative merits of(2) and (5), we' use the model 
a==!, b=1 whence P }. 

From'{2), 

:u· ( ) - r(Z,-f ~)-'- ;;:! ·v·· 1 >.·+· ·o(· -N-~) · z .~· r(z+ l}. - z ; Nxz _, z. , .· , 

N-1 

( 
... 'X'1 · .. -k 

VN_;:,)., ''~ , a,k,;ZJ·•.· 
,:/f,;=O ... 

(6). 

wher.e for exatnpldTa01 = 1, ain= -l/8,· a2 ":i" 1/128, and a3 - 5(1024: · 
From (5) 

U( ) - nz+!} -2 -~w () + 0( -2N-~ z -- f(z + l) - y N z z ), 

N-1 
~ k -2k : 4 

WN(z)=~ (-) bkY ,y=z+I, (7) 

k=O 

where for example b0 = 1, b1 :_ 1/4, b2 = 21(2, b3 = 671/128 and 

b4 = 180323/2048. The coefficients b5 , b6 , and b7 are given in [1, 2). In the 

following tablest we show computations for U(z) using the above approxi

mations for z=3 and z=4. 
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N 

3 

4 

N 

2 

3 

4 

z = 3, U (z) = :,5538~ 18284 

z-112 VN(z) Error 2y- 1 ~2 WN(Z) 

.57735 02692 -.235 (-lj .5~470 01962 

·~ 55329 40080 . 598 (-3) .55387 96338 

.55379, 51801 .976 (-4) .55389 23792 

.55389 95909 -.777 (-5) .55389 17768 

z = 4, U(z) == ·48465 53499 

z- 1 12 VN(z) Error 2y-112 WN(z) 

.5 -.154 (-1) •48507 12501. 

.48437 5 .280 (-3) .4846~ 16383 

.48461 91406 .362 (-4) .48465 54496 

.48465 72876 '"'.'•194 (-5) .48465 53443 

Err.:ir 

..;,808 (-3) . 

.122 (-4) 

-·551 (-6) 

.516 (-7) 

Error 

-.416 (-3) 

.371 (-5) 

-.997 (-7) 

.56 (-8) 

The superiority of (7) is ma~ifest. Note that the errors in the 
approximants fiom (7) alte~nate in sign as N sncreases and so we get the 

·bounds as pi:eviously noted. · 

We now consider WN<z). Let Un•n be the main diagonal Pade 
approximant of order ·n. Let U n.u+ 1 be the first subdiagonal Pade approxi
mariL In· the former case, the numerator and denominator are polynomials 
in 1 fy2 of degree n, while in the latter case, the numerator and denominator 
are polynomials in l/y2 of degree n and n+l respectively. We find it conve
nient to write the equivalent forms 

4y2 
U0 , 0 (z) = 1, U0.1 (z) = 4y 2 + 1 , U1,1 (z)= 

608y4+ 5048y2 
U L2 (z)= 608y4+5200y2 + 901 ' 

57664y4 + 120271~2 + 1719379 
U2,2 (z)= 57664y4+1217128y 2 +1985819' 

For z>O, we have the inequalities 

8y 2 + 19 
8y:.l +21 ' 

(8) 

(9) 



The following tables illustrate use of the Pade approximants for 
Z• = 1 (1) 4. Calculations for 2y,.... 1 /~ U2; 3 (z) are not provided, · · 

n 

0 

I 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

n 

0 

1 

2 

to read 

<~ = 1, u (z) = .88622 69255 

··2r:tt2 u (z) . · D'o Error 2y-11~ un•n+i (z) Error 

.89442 71910 -.820 (-2) .88557 14762 .656 (-3) 

.88633 28273 "'.",106 C-3) .88619 72165 .297(,-4) 

.88623 68357 -.791 (-5) 
/ 

z = 2, u (z) = .66467 01941 . 

2y-1 f2 U 0 rn(z) Error . ly""l/2 uo,n+l (z) Error 

.66666 66667 -.200 (,...2) .66461 53847 .54_7 (-i) 

.66467 ,36423 -.345 (-5) .66466 97750 .417 (-6) 

.. 66467 02639 -.698~(-:-7) . 

z = 3, U (z) = .55389 18284 

ly-112 U . (z) n>.n Error 2y-112 un•n+l (z) Error 

.. 55470 01962 -.808 (-3) .55388 08459 ~110 (-4) 

•. 55389 21843 -.156 (-6) ,55389 18052 .232 (-7) 

< .• 55389 18306 -.22 (-8) ----
z = 4, U (z) = .48465 53499 

2y"" 1 12 U°'0 (z) Error ly-112 Un,n+i(z) Error 

.48507 12501 -.416 (-3) .48465 20010 .335 (-5) 

.48465 54153 -.654 (-7) .48465 53472 .27 (-8) 

.48465 53500 -.1 {-9) 

Neglecting the remainder in (7), we can rearrange this expression 

.!. { 22z p~ (z + 1) l 2 
Y r (2z+l) f {WN(z)}2 (10) 



.·· ,Ifz is a positiv~ inJeger, we. can evaluat~ the rigllt hand sh;le and 
;so hayean appro4imation for .11 for ;~ach,.N,! E(!.uation ,{6) qa-q.b~ treate~ 
in a similar fas_hion; Numerics showing the superiority of ('i) will be found 
rr1 [t, 2J. . . · 

. In a preyious paper'(8), I ·.not~d the works oil nume.rous authors 
, concerning two ·.sided inequalities f~r f(z + l )/q,e·+ J). .F:urth~(, ineq~ 

ualitiesfor tbe latter have been given by ·slavic [9) iinC:I Sh~fet [IO] .. For 
!he same number of terms, the inequalities.noted in (?·~~) are,_muyh sharper 
than any others kno'wn to me, 
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